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Abstract

This paper analyzes the effect of an interest tax on capital inflows in a small open-economy New

Keynesian framework. We calibrate the model for Brazil, and we find that an interest tax on

capital inflows generally cannot stabilize the real exchange rate and output as expected, unless

this interest tax policy is endogenous. That is, unless this interest tax policy can be adjusted in

time according to changes of economic shocks, it cannot reduce the real exchange rate and output

volatility. Results are robust to various sets of parameter values.

Keywords: Interest Tax, Capital Inflow, Capital Control, Exchange Rate Stability, New Key-
nesian Model

1 Introduction

Capital control still exists in most countries and has been increasing for the last 15 years. After

the Asian Financial Crisis of 1997-98, and Global Financial Crisis of 2008-09, even the IMF had

endorsed the use of capital controls as a response. In late 2009 several countries imposed capital

controls even though their economies had recovered or were little affected by the global crisis; the

reason given was to limit capital inflows which threatened to overheat their economies. The UN,

World Bank, and Asian Development Bank all now consider that capital controls are an acceptable

way for countries to regulate potentially harmful capital flows. The empirical analysis of Fratzscher

(2012) also justifies such policy.

There are various types of capital controls, including exchange controls that prevent or limit the

buying and selling of a national currency at the market rate, caps on the allowed volume for the

international sale or purchase of various financial assets, transaction taxes such as the proposed
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Tobin tax, minimum stay requirements, requirements for mandatory approval, or even limits on the

amount of money a private citizen is allowed to remove from the country.

For instance, Tax on Financial Operations (as known as IOF) is a very important tax in Brazil.

This tax was previously zero-rated for most transactions involving foreign parties. However, this

has significantly changed since October 2009. The current tax rate on cross-boarder loans is 6% for

average maturity date less than 720 days, and the tax on foreign investment in certain mutual funds

is as high as 10%. For securities, generally IOF is charged at 1% per day on the values of redemption,

cession or refinancing, limited to the gains of the operation.

According to Coutinho (2012), the main driver for the changes in IOF was the appreciation of the

Brazilian currency (real) and the desire of the federal government to balance the fluctuation. The

Brazilian real has significantly appreciated over the past few years, affecting the competitiveness

of Brazilian exporters. The country has received a significant influx of speculative foreign capital,

including short-term financial investments attracted by high interest rates, which resulted in this

appreciation of the Brazilian real against the US dollar and other foreign currencies. By increasing

the IOF tax rate on certain foreign exchange transactions, the government intended to reduce the

level of speculative inflow of foreign currency into the country and stabilize the economy.

Abstracting from this fact, we focus on the effect of an interest tax on capital inflows in a small open

economy in a new Keynesian framework. We calibrate the model for Brazil, and we find that an

interest tax on capital inflows generally cannot stabilize real exchange rate and output volatility as

expected, unless this interest tax policy is endogenous. That is, unless this interest tax policy can be

adjusted in time according to changes of economic shocks, it cannot reduce the real exchange rate

and output volatility.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the relevant literature. Section 3

describes the economic environment. The log-linearized system is summarized in Section 4. We

calibrate the model in Section 5, and analyze the effect of an exogenous interest tax on capital

inflows in Section 6. Section 7 shows when the interest tax policy is endogenous, it can help stabilize

the economy. Section 8 discusses robustness, and Section 9 concludes.

2 Literature review

Our paper is closely related to the literature of capital control policies. Capital controls has long

been adopted by monetary authority to stabilize output, prices, or the real exchange rate. The

working assumption is that policies designed to stabilize economic activity are useful and welfare

enhancing, so-called Mundell-Fleming tradition (Fleming (1962), Mundell (1963), Faia (2001) and

Corsetti and Pesenti(2005)). This literature assumes preexisting distortions violate the assumptions

necessary to support a “first-best” equilibrium, so it is possible to improve welfare through the
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judicious introduction of another distortion.

There is a large and still growing literature that theoretically analyzes capital control policies.

The fundamental implications of capital controls in flexible price-maximizing models are nicely sum-

marized by Adams and Greenwood (1985). Their model establishes the familiar results that dual

exchange regimes are equivalent to a program of taxation of capital movements, and that a program

of quantitative restrictions on capital movements is equivalent to a system of taxes or dual exchange

markets. They also show that any effective capital control program can be manipulated to attain

the government’s target for the current account balance. Finally, the government’s manipulation

of the current account balance generates welfare losses that are analogous to those associated with

restrictions on temporal international trade in goods and services.

Van Wijnbergen (1990) develops a model in which the imposition of a tax on capital imports lowers

domestic real interest rates and raises world real interest rates. As a result, current consumption

is shifted today from goods consumed by residents toward goods favored by nonresidents, with a

reversal of this shift in the future. The change in the composition of current and future demands

generates, in turn, a depreciation of the home currency now and an expected appreciation later.

Kupiec (1995) proves that in a model where the presence of destabilizing noise trade is assumed, the

general equilibrium welfare effects of a transaction tax are likely to be negative. Kupiec analyzes

a similar question as ours — whether securities transactions tax can stabilize excess stock return

volatility by suppressing speculative trade, in an overlapping generation setup. Our results are similar

in that a tax cannot stabilize major economic variable fluctuations, which means this result is robust

to different models.

With country experiences of temporary capital inflow controls, Reinhart and Smith (2002) study

formally the consequences of such capital control policies, and assess their welfare implications in an

environment in which the level of capital inflows can be sub-optimal. They evaluate the impact and

the effectiveness of capital controls on macroeconomy. They admit that capital inflow taxes can be

used to inhibit inefficient private sector borrowing abroad. Yet they argue that in practice, taxes on

capital inflows are often levied at much higher rates than desirable, and could actually cause welfare

losses.

Another strand of the literature focuses on empirically examining the effectiveness and impact of

capital control on major economic variables.

It had been widely believed that speculators will be deterred by transaction tax, so it could prevent

the emergence of destabilizing speculation. Yet Roll (1989) finds no relationship between volatility

of prices and transactions costs from equity markets in 32 countries from 1978 to 1989. This result

is consistent with our findings in this paper.

Besides Roll (1989), there are a lot of empirical papers that examine the effectiveness of capital
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controls. Generally it is believed that governments can drive a “small” wedge between domestic

and international yields on similar short-term financial instruments for extended time periods. e.g.

Melvin and Schlagenhauf (1985), Epstein and Schor (1992), and Obstfeld (1995). Moreover, Grilli

and Milesi-Ferretti (1995) find that controls do not influence growth rates from a sample of 16

developing and developed countries. In particular, countries with controls seem to experience over

an extended time period high rates of inflation, and relatively low interest rates.

Sometimes people draw different, even opposite results about the effectiveness of capital control from

empirical analysis. e.g. Glick and Hutchison (2002) find that restrictions on capital flows do not

effectively insulate economies from currency problems; rather, countries with less restrictive capital

controls and more liberalized regimes appear to be less prone to speculative attacks. On the other

hand, by analyzing Chile in the 1990s, Edwards and Rigobon (2009) find that a tightening of capital

controls increases the unconditional volatility of the exchange rate, but makes this volatility less

sensitive to external shocks.

Since capital control affects the basic inflation-output tradeoff, a relaxation of capital control could

possibly change the behavior of monetary authority. Loungani and Razin (2005), Binyamini and

Razin (2008) prove that in the new Keynesian framework, capital account liberalization could induce

monetary authorities to put a greater emphasis on reducing the inflation rate than on narrowing the

output gaps, when policy makers are guided by the welfare criterion of the representative household.

Moreover, the equilibrium response of inflation to supply and demand shocks is more moderate, and

the equilibrium response of the output gap to these shocks is more pronounced, when the economy

opens up. Compared to their models, which compare the extreme cases of perfect mobility versus no

mobility, our model are more general. When the capital inflow tax is zero, there is perfect mobility;

and the tax rate being high enough (not necessarily one) corresponds to no mobility.

3 The model

The world economy is modeled as a continuum of small open economies represented by the unit

interval1. Since each economy is of measure zero, its performance does not have any impact on the

rest of the world. For simplicity, we assume that any two countries k1 and k2 other than the home

country, are exactly identical in every aspect: they share the same preference, technology2, steady

state debt level, and asset market structure. For the home country and any other country k, they

share identical preferences, but they have different asset market structure, technology, and steady

state debt level, which we will specify in Section 3.4.

1In order to lighten the notation, variables without a k-index are used to refer to the small open economy being
modeled. Variables with a k ∈ [0, 1] subscript refer to economy k, one among the continuum of economies making up
the world economy. Finally, variables with an asterisk superscript * correspond to the world economy as a whole.

2In this paper, we specify technology for the home country only.
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3.1 Households

Consumption preferences in the home economy are described by the following composite index of

domestic and imported bundles of goods:

Ct ≡ [(1− γ)
1
a (Cht )

a−1
a + γ

1
a (Cft )

a−1
a ]

a
a−1 (1)

where a > 1 is the elasticity of substitution between domestically produced and imported goods. Cht
(and Cft ) are Dixit-Stiglitz aggregates of domestically produced and imported goods.

Cht ≡
[∫ 1

0
Cht (j)

θ−1
θ dj

] θ
θ−1

(2)

where j ∈ [0, 1] denotes the good variety.

Cft ≡
[∫ 1

0
(Ck,t)

θ−1
θ dk

] θ
θ−1

(3)

where Ck,t is, in turn, an index of the quantity of goods imported from country i and consumed by

domestic households. It is given by an analogous CES function

Ck,t ≡
[∫ 1

0
Ck,t(j)

θ−1
θ dj

] θ
θ−1

(4)

The domestic households’s relative demand for Ch and Cf will depend on their relative prices. Let

P ht (P ft ) be the average price of domestically (foreign) produced consumption goods. It is easy to

derive:

Cht = (1− γ)(
P ht
P ct

)−aCt (5)

Cft = γ(
P ft
P ct

)−aCt (6)

where P ct is the consumer price index defined as

P ct = [(1− γ)(P ht )1−a + γ(P ft )1−a]
1

1−a (7)

Agent maximize the following expected discounted sum of utilities over possible paths of consumption

and labor:

E0{
∞∑
t=0

βtU(Ct, Nt)} (8)

where the period utility is defined as

U(Ct, Nt) =
C1−σ
t

1− σ
− N1+η

t

1 + η
(9)
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By considering the optimal expenditure conditions (5) and (6), the sequence of budget constraints

assumes the following form:

Ct +Dt−1
1 + it−1

1 + πct
=
P ht
P ct

Yt +Dt + Tt (10)

where Dt is the debt level of representative home household, and Tt is the lump-sum transfer from

the government.

The representative household chooses processes {Ct, Nt}∞t=0 and asset portfolio to maximize (8)

subject to (10). For any given state of the world, the following set of efficiency conditions must hold:

C−σt = βEt[(1 + it)(
P ct
P ct+1

)C−σt+1] (11)

Nη
t

C−σt
=

Wt

P ct
(12)

Equation (11) takes the form of a familiar consumption Euler equation. Notice that following large

part of the recent literature, we do not introduce money explicitly.

3.2 Production and Price Setting

A typical firm j in the home economy produces a differentiated good with a linear technology

represented by the production function

Yt(j) = eεtNt(j)

Let Yt ≡
[∫ 1

0 Yt(j)
θ−1
θ dj

] θ
θ−1

represent an index for aggregate domestic output, analogous to the

introduced for consumption. Hence, notice that

Nt ≡
∫ 1

0
Nt(j)dj =

YtZt
eεt

where Zt ≡
∫ 1

0
Yt(j)
Yt

dj. Gaĺı and Monacelli (2005) proved that equilibrium variations in zt ≡ lnZt

around the perfect foresight steady state are of second order. Thus, up to a first order approximation,

we have an aggregate relationship

yt = nt + εt (13)

Each firm faces a constant elasticity demand curve for its output, The firm’s real marginal cost is

equal to

MCt =
Wt/P

h
t

eεt

where Wt

Pht
is the real product wage and eεt is the marginal product of labor. In terms of percentage

deviations around the steady state, this expression becomes

mct = wt − pht − εt (14)
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We assume that firms set prices in a staggered fashion, as in Calvo (1983). Hence, a measure 1− ω
of (randomly selected) firms sets new prices each period, with an individual firm’s probability of

re-optimizing in any given period being independent of the time elapsed since it last reset its price.

3.3 Law of One Price, Terms of Trade, and the Real Exchange Rate

For the rest of the world, the distinction between the CPI and the price of domestic production is

ignored, both denoted as P ∗t . That is, the rest of the world is large relative to the home country3,

so changes in the price of home-produced goods have little impact on the consumer price index for

the rest of the world. For simplicity, assume that all imported goods sell for the price P ft at home

country. Assume that the law of one price holds. This implies that

P ft = StP
∗
t (15)

The terms of trade is the relative price of imported goods:

∆t ≡
P ft
P ht

=
StP

∗
t

P ht
(16)

while the real exchange rate is defines as

Qt =
StP

∗
t

P ct
= (

P ht
P ct

)∆t (17)

With these new definitions, we can log-linearize (5), (6), (11), and (12), and get (lowercase letters

denote percentage deviation around the steady states of the corresponding uppercase letters)

cft = −aδt + cht (18)

ct = Etct+1 −
1

σ
(it − Etπct+1) (19)

ηnt + σct = wt − pht − γδt (20)

where πct = pct−pct−1. Defining inflation in the prices of domestically produced goods as πht = pht−pht−1,

inflation in the consumer price index equals

πct = pct − pct−1

= (pht + γδt)− (pht−1 + γδt−1)

= πht + γ(δt − δt−1) (21)

3The home country is of measure zero.
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3.4 Incomplete Asset Market, Capital Inflow Tax, and Interest Parity

There is only one nominal riskless asset available on each economy’s asset market: bond Bk on

country k’s asset market, denoted in country k’s currency with interest rate ik,t. Only households in

country k can issue bond Bk.

Home agents do not have access to any other country’s asset market, i.e. home agents can only trade

bond B. Yet for households in any country k other than the home country, they have access to any

asset market in the world. As a result, the home country’s net foreign asset is always less than or

equal to zero.

All countries are subject to a debt-elastic interest rate premium structure, which means any country

k needs to pay an interest rate premium p(dk,t) ≡ ψ(edk,t−d̄k−1) to the lender over the world interest

rate i∗t ≡
∫ 1

0 ik,tdk, when its log-debt level dk,t ≡ ln(Dk,t) deviates from its steady state level d̄k.

For simplicity, we assume that for any country k other than the home country, D̄k = 0. Specifically,

for the home country D̄ > 0. That is, in the steady state, all countries’ net debts are all zero,

except for the home country. Note the home country is of zero measure, this steady state is feasible.

Moreover, we assume that the rest of the world faces no shocks and is always on its steady state,

while the home country is subject to all kinds of shocks and is not always on the steady state4. Note

that the home representative household can only sell bonds to the the foreigners, but they can not

buy bonds beyond what they have issued; which means, the home household is always a net borrower

(Dt > 0), and the rest of the world is a lender.

At the beginning of each period, the government announces the interest tax level ϕt. With such

asset market setup, foreigners’ arbitrage between home and the world assets yield interest parity

condition5:

(1− ϕt)it = i∗t + Etst+1 − st + ψdt (22)

3.5 Rest of the World

Since the home country is of zero measure, variables of the rest of the world is actually equivalent

to the whole world. This means that it is unnecessary to distinguish between domestic output and

consumption for the rest of the world. i.e. C∗t = Y ∗t . Similar to (6), it is easy to derive

Ch∗t = γ∆a
t Y
∗
t

or

ch∗t = aδt + y∗t (23)

4Because the home country is of measure zero, the fact that the home country is subject to all kinds of shocks does
not affect the rest of the world.

5Please see appendix for explicit derivation.
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3.6 Equilibrium Condition

Equilibrium requires that domestic production equal the consumption of the domestically produced

good. Since the domestic good is consumed by both domestic residents and by residents of the rest

of the world, equilibrium requires that

Yt = (1− γ)

(
P ht
P ct

)−a
Ct + γ

(
P ht
StP ∗t

)−a
Y ∗t

Using the C∗t = Y ∗t to eliminate Y ∗t , and employing the definition of the real exchange rate, the good

market equilibrium condition can be written as

Yt =

(
P ht
P ct

)−a
[(1− γ)Ct + γQatC

∗
t ] (24)

Log-linearize this equation yields6:

yt = β(1− γ)ct +

[
1

1− γ
− β(1− γ)

]
aqt (25)

3.7 Inflation Adjustment and Phillips Curve

In the small open economy, the dynamics of domestic inflation in terms of real marginal cost are

described by an equation analogous to the one associated with a closed economy7. Hence,

πht = βEtπ
h
t+1 + k ·mct (26)

where k = (1−ω)(1−βω)
ω . From (20) and (14), we have

mct = wt − pht − εt
= ηnt + σct + γδt − εt
= η(yt − εt) + σct + γδt − εt
= ηyt + σct +

γ

1− γ
qt − (1 + η)εt (27)

Thus (26) can be re-written as:

πht = βEtπ
h
t+1 + k

[
ηyt + σct +

γ

1− γ
qt − (1 + η)εt

]
(28)

6To ensure steady state real exchange rate Q̄ = 1, we assume foreign steady state consumption satisfies C̄∗ =
1
γ

[
1
β
− (1− γ)

]
C̄. Moreover, we assume the rest of the world is always on the steady state, so we treat c∗t as a

constant and omit it in the log-linearization.
7See Gaĺı and Monacelli (2005) for derivation.
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3.8 Government

The home government collects capital inflow tax from the foreign lenders, and then rebates the tax

revenue to the home household in the form of lump-sum transfer.

3.9 Monetary Policy Rule for the Small Open Economy

Assume home monetary authority adopts a stylized Taylor-type rule, where the domestic interest

rate respond systematically to domestic inflation, output gap, and exchange rate:

it = δπEtπ
c
t+1 + δyyt

= δπEtπ
h
t+1 + δyyt +

δπγ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 (29)

The second equation follows from (21).

4 Model Summary

In this section, we summarize the model, adding shocks µ1t to µ6t to the system. Specifically, for

convenience, we rewrite the cost shock by defining µ3t ≡ −k(1 + η)εt.

• IS Curve (From (19))

Et∆ct+1 =
1

σ
(it − Etπht+1 −

γ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1)− µ1t (30)

• Interest Parity (From (22))

(1− ϕt)it = Etπ
h
t+1 +

1

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 + ψdt + µ2t (31)

• Phillips Curve (From (28))

πht = βEtπ
h
t+1 + k

(
ηyt + σct +

γ

1− γ
qt

)
+ µ3t (32)

• Aggregate Consistency (From (25))

yt = β(1− γ)ct +

[
1

1− γ
− β(1− γ)

]
aqt + µ4t (33)

• Taylor Rule (From (29))

it = δπEtπ
h
t+1 + δyyt +

δπγ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 + µ5t (34)
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• Budget Constraint8 (From (10))

βct + dt−1 + (1− ϕt−1)it−1 − πht +
γ

1− γ
qt−1 = yt + βdt − µ6t (35)

where all shocks are assumed to be stationary AR(1) process:

µ1t = ρ1µ1t−1 + e1t

µ2t = ρ2µ2t−1 + e2t

µ3t = ρ3µ3t−1 + e3t

µ4t = ρ4µ4t−1 + e4t

µ5t = ρ5µ5t−1 + e5t

µ6t = ρ6µ6t−1 + e6t

5 Model Calibration

In this section, we calibrate the model and show that the calibrated New Keynesian model captures

the pre-IOF volatility of Brazil major economic variables. We focus on variance (standard deviation)

because this paper is about whether an interest tax could smooth out the volatility of major economic

variables.

5.1 Empirical results

5.1.1 Empirical: standard deviation

The data come from the IFS database of the IMF. I use quarterly observations on CPI, Real Effective

Exchange Rate, real GDP, and T-Bill rates, starting at the first quarter of 1995 and ending in the

last quarter of 2009. The motivation for choosing such small sample is the necessity to exclude

the Brazilian hyperinflationary period with several structural breaks and unstable macroeconomic

environment. Moreover, Brazil does not officially support IOF tax until October 20th, 2009. I

therefore focus on a pre-IOF period of stable inflation.

The raw data is processed by the following steps:

1. Taking logs.

2. De-trended by HP filter.

3. Seasonal adjusted using seasonal dummies.

8Without loss of generality, we assumes C̄ = βȲ to simplify the expression, where β is the domestic discount factor.
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4. Estimate standard deviation.

[Table 1 about here.]

5.1.2 Empirical: data-based confidence interval

Define

Xt =



x1t

x2t

x3t

x4t

x5t

x6t

 ≡


πht
qt
ct
yt
it
dt

 (36)

where Xt denotes the HP-filtered and seasonal adjusted data. For ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , 6}, estimate

x2
it = σ2

i + errori (37)

and derive the confidence interval for the standard deviation σi as follows:

[Table 2 about here.]

5.2 Theoretical predictions

5.2.1 Calibration

[Table 3 about here.]

5.2.2 Additional assumptions

1. Since we are trying to match the calibrated New Keynesian model with the pre-IOF Brazil

economy, we set ϕt = 0 (∀t) in Section 5.

2. We also assume there is no structure change (including the coefficients of the VAR and the

parameters of the shocks) during the period under consideration (1995-2009).

5.2.3 Theoretical: standard deviation

The standard deviations implied by the theoretical model is as follows9.

[Table 4 about here.]

9Please see appendix for the detailed derivation.
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5.3 Comparison of empirical and theoretical results

[Table 5 about here.]

• The standard deviations derived from the theoretical model (“Theoretical”) are very close to

that estimated from the true data (“Empirical”).

• The standard deviations derived from the theoretical model (“Theoretical”) lie within the 90%

confidence interval derived from the true data (“90% CI”).

6 Exogenous interest tax policy

In this section, we discuss the effect of an exogenous interest tax policy: At Period 0, the home

government imposes an interest tax ϕ on interest income of home currency-denominated bond B for

foreign investment, and this tax policy would last at least one period. Starting from Period 1, this

interest tax would persist from one period to the next with a fixed exogenous probability τ , so the

probability the tax lasts till Period 2 is τ , and till Period 3 is τ2, and so on. When the tax expires,

the home country returns to the no interest tax situation. The expected length of the interest tax

regime is
∑∞

t=1 tτ
t−1(1 − τ) = 1

1−τ . Note that τ = 1 implies a permanent interest tax, and τ = 0

implies a temporary (one-period only) interest tax.

In this setup, the dynamic system can be written in the following form.

• IS Curve

Et∆ct+1 =
1

σ
(it − Etπht+1 −

γ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1)− µ1t (38)

• Interest Parity

[1− I(t)ϕ]it = Etπ
h
t+1 +

1

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 + ψdt + µ2t (39)

• Phillips Curve

πht = βEtπ
h
t+1 + k

(
ηyt + σct +

γ

1− γ
qt

)
+ µ3t (40)

• Aggregate Consistency

yt = β(1− γ)ct +

[
1

1− γ
− β(1− γ)

]
aqt + µ4t (41)

• Taylor Rule

it = δπEtπ
h
t+1 + δyyt +

δπγ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 + µ5t (42)
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• Budget Constraint

βct + dt−1 + [1− I(t− 1)ϕ]it−1 − πht +
γ

1− γ
qt−1 = yt + βdt − µ6t (43)

and the index function I(t) indicates whether the interest tax still exists in Period t.

I(t) =

{
1, if the interest tax exists in Period t
0, otherwise

The index function I(t) follows a markov process. Labeling the state space: row(Period t-1)/column(Period

t) 1 — “I(t)=1”, row(Period t-1)/column(Period t) 2 — “I(t)=0”, the transition matrix for I(t) is:

P =

[
τ 1− τ
0 1

]

In this section, we will set τ = 0.8 and ϕ = 0.15 by default, unless otherwise noted.

6.1 Subject to all shocks: µ1t to µ6t

In this section, we analyze the volatility of the economy under all shocks. That is, we assume there

is no other structural change except for the interest tax. We examine whether an interest tax (i.e., a

higher τ and ϕ) could stabilize the economy and decrease the conditional standard deviation series10

as expected.

[Figure 1 about here.]

[Figure 2 about here.]

To understand Figure 1 and 2, let us use real exchange rate q as an example. We define stdt(q|τ = 0.8)

as the conditional standard deviation of variable q at Period t given τ = 0.8. Figure 1 presents the

series of 10 ∗ [stdt(q|τ = 0.8) − stdt(q|τ = 0.5)]11. Hence, if a higher τ could stabilize economy and

decrease the conditional standard deviation series, we would expect Figure 1 presents negative series.

Similarly, Figure 2 presents the series of 10∗ [stdt(q|ϕ = 0.3)− stdt(q|ϕ = 0.1)]12. If a higher ϕ could

10Conditional standard deviation is the standard deviation conditional on information set of Period 0. See appendix
for the derivation of conditional variance (standard deviation) series. Note when we calibrate the model in Section 5,
we use unconditional standard deviations. In this section however, we compare conditional standard deviations. This is
because the effects of different τ and ϕ values are temporary. i.e., the unconditional (asymptotic) standard deviations
are independent of τ and ϕ.

11and 10∗[stdt(πh|τ = 0.8)−stdt(π
h|τ = 0.5)], 10∗[stdt(c|τ = 0.8)−stdt(c|τ = 0.5)], 10∗[stdt(y|τ = 0.8)−stdt(y|τ =

0.5)].
12and 10∗[stdt(πh|ϕ = 0.3)−stdt(π

h|ϕ = 0.1)], 10∗[stdt(c|ϕ = 0.3)−stdt(c|ϕ = 0.1)], 10∗[stdt(y|ϕ = 0.3)−stdt(y|ϕ =
0.1)].
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stabilize economy and decrease the conditional standard deviation series, we would expect Figure 2

presents negative series13.

From Figure 1 and 2, however, we find that the series are always positive with little exceptions. That

is, a higher τ or interest tax ϕ always makes the economy more volatile, except c at Period 1 and 2.

[Figure 3 about here.]

[Figure 4 about here.]

To understand Figure 3 and 4, again let us use real exchange rate q as an example. In addition, we

define astd(q) as the unconditional (asymptotic) standard deviation of q. Figure 3 presents the series

of [stdt(q|τ = 0.8) − stdt(q|τ = 0.5)]/astd(q)14. That is, we normalize the increased volatility by

the unconditional (asymptotic) standard deviation. Compared to Figure 1, Figure 3 not only shows

that a higher τ would make the economy more volatile, but it also shows the relative importance

of this increased volatility. Similarly, Figure 4 presents the series of [stdt(q|ϕ = 0.3) − stdt(q|ϕ =

0.1)]/astd(q)15.

Figure 3 and 4 shows:

• A higher τ or interest tax ϕ always makes the economy more volatile, except c at the first few

periods, which is negligible.

• The increased volatility is small: a higher τ increases volatility no more than 1.6%, and a

higher ϕ increases volatility no more than 4%.

• The increased volatility is even smaller when we focus on real exchange rate q: a higher τ

increases volatility no more than 0.33%, and a higher ϕ increases volatility no more than

0.78%.

• The interest tax does not serve the purpose of stabilizing the economy.

6.2 Subject to speculative shock only: µ2t

In this section, we examine the policy effect when the economy is subject to speculative shock µ2t

only, since the Brazil government intended to reduce the level of speculative inflow of foreign currency

into the country and stabilize the economy by increasing the IOF tax rate on certain foreign exchange

transactions.
13Note that since the effect of τ and ϕ are temporary, all the series in Figure 1 and 2 converge to zero when t→∞.
14and [stdt(π

h|τ = 0.8) − stdt(π
h|τ = 0.5)]/astd(πh), [stdt(c|τ = 0.8) − stdt(c|τ = 0.5)]/astd(c), [stdt(y|τ = 0.8) −

stdt(y|τ = 0.5)]/astd(y).
15and [stdt(π

h|ϕ = 0.3) − stdt(π
h|ϕ = 0.1)]/astd(πh), [stdt(c|ϕ = 0.3) − stdt(c|ϕ = 0.1)]/astd(c), [stdt(y|ϕ =

0.3)− stdt(y|ϕ = 0.1)]/astd(y).
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[Figure 5 about here.]

[Figure 6 about here.]

From Figure 5 and 6, again, we find that the series are always positive with little exceptions. That

is, a higher τ or interest tax ϕ always makes the economy more volatile, except q and c at the first

few periods.

[Figure 7 about here.]

[Figure 8 about here.]

Figure 7 and 8 shows:

• A higher τ or interest tax ϕ always makes the economy more volatile, except q and c at the

first few periods, which is negligible.

• The increased volatility is small: a higher τ increases volatility no more than 2%, and a higher

ϕ increases volatility no more than 5%.

• The increased volatility is even smaller when we focus on real exchange rate q: a higher τ

increases volatility no more than 0.6%, and a higher ϕ increases volatility no more than 0.5%.

• The interest tax does not serve the purpose of stabilizing the economy.

The intuition is straightforward. Since speculative shock µit reflects something unpredictable in the

rest of the world. For instance, when international speculators become more optimistic about the

home economy, out of reasons not captured by this model. Such optimism can be expressed in the

form of a negative µit (eit). Take a look at the Interest Parity condition (31), we can see that with a

higher tax rate ϕ, domestic interest rate should adjust more to keep the condition hold when facing

the same speculative shock. Other things being equal, except that the interest rate becomes more

volatile, a higher tax rate ϕ would undoubtedly increase the volatility of every variable in the system.

Then why Brazil government increases the capital inflow tax?

• The IOF tax rate ϕt is a flexible (and hence could be endogenous) policy tool.

Figure 1 to 8 could be deceptive. Generally, it is not easy and takes a long time for the congress

to approve a tax change. Nevertheless, the IOF tax rate in Brazil is an exception. It can be

easily changed by the federal government at its own discretion, by means of a decree that

becomes effective as of its enactment date.
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Hence, when there is a negative speculative shock µit, the Brazil government can alleviate

its effect on domestic economic variable fluctuation by increase ϕ. Similarly, when there is

a positive speculative shock µit, the Brazil government can alleviate its effect on domestic

economic variable fluctuation by decrease ϕ. (See equation (31).)

• Brazil is experiencing a negative speculative shock µ2t recently.

The main driver for the changes in IOF was the appreciation of the Brazilian currency (real).

The Brazilian real has significantly appreciated over the past few years, affecting the competi-

tiveness of Brazilian exporters. The country has received a significant influx speculative foreign

capital, including short-term financial investments, which resulted in this appreciation of the

Brazilian real against the US dollar and other foreign currencies.

By increasing the IOF tax rate on certain foreign exchange transactions, as well as on foreign

investors, the government intended to reduce the level of speculative inflow of foreign currency

into the country and balance the fluctuation of the economy.

7 Endogenous interest tax policy

Following last section, here we show qualitatively that when the interest tax policy is endogenous, it

could stabilize the economy. Specifically, we show that in a country facing speculative capital inflows

like Brazil, raising interest tax for foreign investors would make the economy less volatile.

7.1 Endogenous interest tax

We assume the endogenous interest tax policy as ϕt = −0.2 ∗ µ2t.

7.2 Volatility measurement

We consider an economy which is subject to speculative shock µ2t only. Moreover, we denote irf(xt|no)

as the impulse response function of xt for 1% negative shock of e2t, when no interest tax is imposed

on foreign investors. Similarly, we define irf(xt|endo) as the impulse response function of xt for 1%

negative shock of e2t, when endogenous interest tax is imposed on foreign investors.

Since the interest tax policy is endogenous in this section, it is difficult to derive the conditional

variance series. Hence, we measure volatility in a more straightforward way by examining the series

(irf(xt|endo)− irf(xt|no))/sign(irf(xt|no)). If the endogenous tax policy could stabilize economy, then

this series would usually (if not always) be negative.

[Figure 9 about here.]
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[Figure 10 about here.]

In Figure 9 and 10, we can see that (irf(xt|endo) − irf(xt|no))/sign(irf(xt|no)) are usually (if not

always) negative. The proposed endogenous interest tax policy ϕt = −0.2 ∗ µ2t can make the

economy less volatile, except that q, c and y exhibit a little overshooting pattern at the first few

periods, which is negligible.

Note that we only give an example of an endogenous interest tax policy, which is certainly not the

best, given that we take volatility as the standard. In the real world, the Brazil government could

always choose the “best” tax policy that serves their purpose. i.e., that could stabilize economy the

most.

7.3 The effect of tax policy endogeneity

A natural question arises here: Would the tax policy endogeneity change the behavior

of economic agents?

The answer is no. At the beginning of each period, after the exogenous shocks are revealed, the

government determines the tax rate ϕt.

We already assumed that the foreign investors take domestic interest rate and tax policy as exoge-

nously given, so the tax policy endogeneity does not affect foreign investors’ behavior.

For domestic households, they pay the interest rate itDt to the foreign investors at the end of Period

t, among which ϕtitDt is rebated to domestic households in the form of lump-sum transfer. Hence

the interest tax ϕt does not affect the decision rule of domestic households, and the tax policy

endogeneity has no effect on economic agents’ behavior.

8 Robustness

We examine our results under various sets of parameter values and variations of new Keynesian

models. Results (available upon request) are remarkably similar, showing the robustness of our

model.

9 Conclusion

This paper examines the positive effects of an interest tax on capital inflows in an open economy new

Keynesian model in the short run. We calibrate the model for Brazil, and we find that an interest tax

on capital inflows generally cannot stabilize the real exchange rate and output as expected, unless

this interest tax policy is endogenous. That is, unless this interest tax policy can be adjusted in
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time according to changes of economic shocks, it cannot reduce the real exchange rate and output

volatility. Results are robust to various sets of parameter values.

Appendices

A Derivation of Interest Parity Condition (22)

At period t, the interest tax level is ϕt. When the foreigner lends one unit of home currency to the

home household, the home household would pay 1 + it (denominated in home currency) by the time

the bond matures, and the foreign lenders would receive 1+(1−ϕt)it. Hence the return from lending

to the home household would be 1 + (1− ϕt)it.

When the foreigner lends one unit of home currency to the foreign household, he will receive
(1+i∗t )EtSt+1

St
(denominated in home currency) by the time the bond matures.

We assumed the nominal interest rate at which the country can borrow internationally is given by

the world interest rate plus a premium p(dt). In equilibrium, the foreign lender is indifferent between

lending to the home household or to the foreign household. i.e.

1 + (1− ϕt)it =
(1 + i∗t )EtSt+1

St
+ ψ(edt−d̄ − 1)

Log-linearization of the above equation yields (22):

(1− ϕt)it = i∗t + Etst+1 − st + ψdt

B Zero-inflation Steady State Analysis

We log-linearized our model around a zero-inflation steady state, and with no interest tax. i.e.,

ϕ = 0. In steady state, there are no exogenous shocks at all. All real variables C, D, Y , πh, πc

(Note that in steady state, πht = πct = 0, so we use π̄ to denote this inflation rate), and Q, as well

as the nominal interest rate i are all constant, and the monetary authority does not manipulate the

economy. Since the inflation is zero, the economy behaves as a flexible-price equilibrium.

We denote the steady state value of variable X (or x ≡ lnX) by X̄ (x̄).

Consumption C and is constant, so the intertemporal substitution condition (11) reduces to

1 + ī

1 + π̄
=

1

β
(44)

where π̄ = 0. Then we can get ī = 1
β − 1.
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The budget constraint (10) can be rewritten as

C̄ + D̄
1 + ī

1 + π̄
= Ȳ + D̄ (45)

We set the steady state debt level at D̄ = βȲ . Together with equation (44), we can get C̄ = βȲ

from (45).

In the steady state (where price is flexible), following Walsh (2010), we have:

Ȳ = N̄

χ
N̄η

C̄−σ
=

1

µ

where µ ≡ θ
θ−1 . Hence we can get Ȳ = N̄ =

(
1

χµβσ

) 1
η+σ

, and C̄ = D̄ =
(
βη

χµ

) 1
η+σ

.

The real exchange rate Q̄ is determined by the demand function (24)16. Without loss of generality,

we assume that C̄∗ = 1
γ

[
1
β − (1− γ)

]
C̄. Together with C̄ = βȲ , we shall get Q̄ = 1 from (24).

In our incomplete asset market setup, the borrowing and lending are one-sided. i.e., the home

household can borrow from foreigners but not vice versa. Hence, the home country is always a net

borrower. The system is constrained by the condition Dt ≥ 0.

In the steady state, the home country’s net foreign debt level is D̄ = βȲ . Starting from the steady

state, if the government increases capital inflow tax rate ϕ (or there is a positive speculative shock

µit), the foreigners would be less willing to lend, then equilibrium interest rate it will increase

accordingly, and net foreign debt Dt will decrease. As long as Dt remains positive, our analysis so

far is okay.

When capital inflow tax ϕ is so high that Dt decreases to zero, then the economy will degenerate to

autarky, since the home household is unable to lend to the foreigner. Please note by this time, Dt

is far away from its steady state, so first order approximation approach would have been inaccurate

already.

C Theoretical derivation of standard deviation

C.1 A summary of the model: without the interest tax

• IS Curve

Et∆ct+1 =
1

σ
(it − Etπht+1 −

γ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1)− µ1t (46)

16Since D̄ > 0, home country is not identical to any one of the foreign countries, so Q̄ does not necessarily equal to
one unless we manipulate foreign economic variables.
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• Interest Parity

it = Etπ
h
t+1 +

1

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 + ψdt + µ2t (47)

• Phillips Curve

πht = βEtπ
h
t+1 + k

(
ηyt + σct +

γ

1− γ
qt

)
+ µ3t (48)

• Aggregate Consistency

yt = β(1− γ)ct +

[
1

1− γ
− β(1− γ)

]
aqt + µ4t (49)

• Taylor Rule

it = δπEtπ
h
t+1 + δyyt +

δπγ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 + µ5t (50)

• Budget Constraint

βct + dt−1 + it−1 − πht +
γ

1− γ
qt−1 = yt + βdt − µ6t (51)

C.2 Re-write the model

Define

Xt =



πht
qt
ct
yt
it
dt

 (52)

µt =



µ1t

µ2t

µ3t

µ4t

µ5t

µ6t

 (53)

and

et =



e1t

e2t

e3t

e4t

e5t

e6t

 (54)

We can re-write equations (46)-(51) as follows:

AEtXt+1 +BXt + CXt−1 +Dµt = 0 (55)
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where µt is a VAR(1) process:

µt = Fµt−1 + et (56)

and

A =



1
σ

γ
σ(1−γ) 1 0 0 0

1 1
1−γ 0 0 0 0

β 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

δπ
δπγ
1−γ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0


(57)

B =



0 − γ
σ(1−γ) −1 0 − 1

σ 0

0 − 1
1−γ 0 0 −1 ψ

−1 kγ
1−γ kσ kη 0 0

0
[

1
1−γ − β(1− γ)

]
a β(1− γ) −1 0 0

0 − δπγ
1−γ 0 δy −1 0

−1 0 β −1 0 −β


(58)

C =



0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 γ

1−γ 0 0 1 1

 (59)

D = I6 (60)

F =



ρ1 0 0 0 0 0
0 ρ2 0 0 0 0
0 0 ρ3 0 0 0
0 0 0 ρ4 0 0
0 0 0 0 ρ5 0
0 0 0 0 0 ρ6

 (61)

Ωe = Eete
′
t = diag{σ2

1, σ
2
2, σ

2
3, σ

2
4, σ

2
5, σ

2
6} (62)

C.3 Solve the model

We guess and verify the solution in the form of:

Xt = ΦXt−1 +Gµt (63)
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Substitute (56) and (63) into (55), and re-write (55) in the form of Xt−1, µt−1, and et. The coefficients

satisfy17:

Xt−1 : AΦ2 +BΦ + C = 0 (64)

et : A(ΦG+GF ) +BG+D = 0 (65)

We need to solve for Φ and G. (64) is a matrix quadratic equation. We solve this equation using

George T. McCandless’ algorithm to get a stationary Φ. It is easy to derive G from equation (65)

once we get Φ from (64).

C.4 Theoretical computation of std(Xt)

We start from (63). Since G is invertible, we can re-write (63) as

G−1Xt = G−1ΦXt−1 + µt (66)

FG−1Xt−1 = FG−1ΦXt−2 + Fµt−1 (67)

(66)−(67) yields a VAR(2) of Xt:

G−1Xt = [FG−1 +G−1Φ]Xt−1 − FG−1ΦXt−2 + et (68)

i.e.,

Xt = [GFG−1 + Φ]Xt−1 −GFG−1ΦXt−2 +Get (69)

Thus we can re-write (69) in the companion form

Zt = HZt−1 + Ut (70)

where

Zt =

(
Xt

Xt−1

)
(71)

H =

(
GFG−1 + Φ −GFG−1Φ

I6 06∗6

)
(72)

Ut =

(
Get
06∗1

)
(73)

17The coefficient of µt−1 is automatically satisfied by equation (65)
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Hence

var(Zt) = Hvar(Zt)H
′ + ΩU (74)

where var(Xt) is the upper-left 6 ∗ 6 sub-matrix of var(Zt), and

ΩU =

(
GΩeG

′ 06∗6
06∗6 06∗6

)
(75)

Hence we can derive standard deviation of major economic variables.

D Theoretical derivation of conditional standard deviation

D.1 A summary of the model: with an exogenous interest tax

• IS Curve

Et∆ct+1 =
1

σ
(it − Etπht+1 −

γ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1)− µ1t (76)

• Interest Parity

[1− I(t)ϕ]it = Etπ
h
t+1 +

1

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 + ψdt + µ2t (77)

• Phillips Curve

πht = βEtπ
h
t+1 + k

(
ηyt + σct +

γ

1− γ
qt

)
+ µ3t (78)

• Aggregate Consistency

yt = β(1− γ)ct +

[
1

1− γ
− β(1− γ)

]
aqt + µ4t (79)

• Taylor Rule

it = δπEtπ
h
t+1 + δyyt +

δπγ

1− γ
Et∆qt+1 + µ5t (80)

• Budget Constraint

βct + dt−1 + [1− I(t− 1)ϕ]it−1 − πht +
γ

1− γ
qt−1 = yt + βdt − µ6t (81)

D.2 Re-write the model

As in Section C.2, we can re-write (76)-(81) as in equation (55) and (56).

AEtXt+1 +BXt + CXt−1 +Dµt = 0 (82)
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where µt is a VAR(1) process:

µt = Fµt−1 + et (83)

and

A =



1
σ

γ
σ(1−γ) 1 0 0 0

1 1
1−γ 0 0 0 0

β 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

δπ
δπγ
1−γ 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0


(84)

B =



0 − γ
σ(1−γ) −1 0 − 1

σ 0

0 − 1
1−γ 0 0 −[1− I(t)ϕ] ψ

−1 kγ
1−γ kσ kη 0 0

0
[

1
1−γ − β(1− γ)

]
a β(1− γ) −1 0 0

0 − δπγ
1−γ 0 δy −1 0

−1 0 β −1 0 −β


(85)

C =



0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 γ

1−γ 0 0 [1− I(t− 1)ϕ] 1

 (86)

D = I6 (87)

F =



ρ1 0 0 0 0 0
0 ρ2 0 0 0 0
0 0 ρ3 0 0 0
0 0 0 ρ4 0 0
0 0 0 0 ρ5 0
0 0 0 0 0 ρ6

 (88)

Ωe = Eete
′
t = diag{σ2

1, σ
2
2, σ

2
3, σ

2
4, σ

2
5, σ

2
6} (89)

D.3 Solve the model

We guess and verify the solution in the form of:

Xt = ΦXt−1 +Gµt (90)
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Substitute (83) and (90) into (82), and re-write (82) in the form of Xt−1, µt−1, and et. The coefficients

satisfy:

Xt−1 : AΦ2 +BΦ + C = 0 (91)

et : A(ΦG+GF ) +BG+D = 0 (92)

We need to solve for Φ and G. Note: Since B contains I(t), and C contains I(t − 1), there are 3

possible combinations of parameter matrices B and C:{
I(t− 1) = 0
I(t) = 0

{
I(t− 1) = 1
I(t) = 0

{
I(t− 1) = 1
I(t) = 1

Correspondingly, we will define the three set of parameters: Φ(0, 0)&G(0, 0), Φ(1, 0)&G(1, 0), and

Φ(1, 1)&G(1, 1).

(91) is a matrix quadratic equation. We solve this equation using George T. McCandless’ algorithm

to get a stationary Φ. It is easy to derive G from equation (92) once we get Φ from (91).

We start from (90) (Since parameters might change from period to period, we add index for param-

eters G and Φ):

Xt = Φ(t)Xt−1 +G(t)µt (93)

We can re-write (93) as

G−1(t)Xt = G−1(t)Φ(t)Xt−1 + µt (94)

FG−1(t− 1)Xt−1 = FG−1(t− 1)Φ(t− 1)Xt−2 + Fµt−1 (95)

(94)−(95) yield a VAR(2) of Xt:

G−1(t)Xt = [FG−1(t− 1) +G−1(t)Φ(t)]Xt−1 − FG−1(t− 1)Φ(t− 1)Xt−2 + et (96)

i.e.,

Xt = [G(t)FG−1(t− 1) + Φ(t)]Xt−1 −G(t)FG−1(t− 1)Φ(t− 1)Xt−2 +G(t)et (97)

Note since Φ(·) and G(·) have 3 possible values: Φ(0, 0) and G(0, 0), Φ(1, 0) and G(1, 0), Φ(1, 1) and

G(1, 1), we have 4 possible parameter set in (97):
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subscirpt: 4

{
t− 1 : Φ(1, 1) and G(1, 1)
t : Φ(1, 1) and G(1, 1)

subscirpt: 3

{
t− 1 : Φ(1, 1) and G(1, 1)
t : Φ(1, 0) and G(1, 0)

subscirpt: 1

{
t− 1 : Φ(1, 0) and G(1, 0)
t : Φ(0, 0) and G(0, 0)

subscirpt: 0

{
t− 1 : Φ(0, 0) and G(0, 0)
t : Φ(0, 0) and G(0, 0)

Using (97), we can derive the conditional standard deviation of Xt.
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Figure 1: The effect of τ on conditional standard deviation
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Figure 2: The effect of ϕ on conditional standard deviation
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Figure 3: The effect of τ on normalized conditional standard deviation
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Figure 4: The effect of ϕ on normalized conditional standard deviation
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Figure 5: The effect of τ on conditional standard deviation: with µ2t only
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Figure 6: The effect of ϕ on conditional standard deviation: with µ2t only
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Figure 7: The effect of τ on normalized conditional standard deviation: with µ2t only
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Figure 8: The effect of ϕ on normalized conditional standard deviation: with µ2t only
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Figure 9: (irf(xt|endo)− irf(xt|no))/sign(irf(xt|no)): with µ2t only
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Figure 10: endogenous tax ϕt
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Table 1: Standard deviation of major Brazil economic variables
10*std πt qt ct yt

0.09838 1.01161 0.24768 0.22268

Table 2: Empirical: CI for standard deviation
10*std πht qt ct yt
90% CI [0.06789,0.12144] [0.88350,1.12524] [0.20738,0.28229] [0.14683,0.27860]

Table 3: Calibration of pre-IOF economy
ω = 0.83 probability of not being able to reset price in each period

β = 0.95 domestic discount factor

k = 0.043 k ≡ (1−ω)(1−βω)
ω

γ = 0.1 foreign bias

a = 1, θ = 6 elasticity of substitution between domestic and foreign good

η = 3, σ = 2 CRRA coefficient in utility

δπ = 1.5, δy = 0.8 coefficient of Taylor rule

ρ1 = 0.34 AR(1) coefficient of µ1

ρ2 = 0.5 AR(1) coefficient of µ2

ρ3 = 0.7 AR(1) coefficient of µ3

ρ4 = ρ5 = ρ6 = 0 AR(1) coefficient of µ4, µ5, µ6

e1t ∼N(0,0.012) white noise

e2t ∼N(0,0.052) white noise

e3t ∼N(0,0.00182) white noise

e4t ∼N(0,0.032) white noise

e5t ∼N(0,0.012) white noise

e6t ∼N(0,0.032) white noise

πht inflation of domestic produced goods

qt real exchange rate

ct real consumption

yt output gap

it interest rate

dt real debt

ψ = 0.1 interest premium paid to foreigners
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Table 4: Theoretical standard deviation of major economic variables
10*std πht qt ct yt

0.09099 1.11532 0.22073 0.24851

Table 5: Comparison of empirical and theoretical results
10*std πht qt ct yt

Empirical 0.09838 1.01161 0.24768 0.22268

90% CI [0.06789,0.12144] [0.88350,1.12524] [0.20738,0.28229] [0.14683,0.27860]

Theoretical 0.09099 1.11532 0.22073 0.24851
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